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ABSTRACT
Due to their expressive power, Knowledge Graphs (KGs) have
received increasing interest not only as means to structure and
integrate heterogeneous information but also as a native storage format for large amounts of knowledge and statistical data.
Therefore, analytical queries over KG data, typically stored as
RDF, have become increasingly important. Yet, formulating such
queries represents a difficult task for users that are not familiar
with the query language (typically SPARQL) and the structure
of the dataset at hand. To overcome this limitation, we propose
Re2xOLAP: the first comprehensive interactive approach that
allows to reverse-engineer and refine RDF exploratory OLAP
queries over KGs containing statistical data. Thus, Re2xOLAP enables to perform KG exploratory analytics without requiring the
user to write any query at all. We achieve this goal by first reverseengineering analytical SPARQL queries from a small set of userprovided examples and then, given the reverse-engineered query,
we propose intuitive and explainable exploratory query refinements to iteratively help the user obtain the desired information. Our experiments on real-world large-scale KGs show that
Re2xOLAP can efficiently reverse-engineer analytical SPARQL
queries solely based on a small set of input examples. Additionally, we demonstrate the expressive power of our interactive
refinement methods by showing that Re2xOLAP allows users to
navigate hundreds of thousands of different exploration paths
with just a few interactions.
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Figure 1: Portion of an RDF graph describing statistical
data.
of the KG itself; expertise that is only very rarely unified within
a single person. Consider the following example.
Running example. Alex is a journalist writing an article on immigration flows inspecting “Requests for Asylum” applications
published as a statistical KG – a fragment is depicted in Figure 1.
First, Alex tries to get an initial overview of the data, e.g., by
examining how many people requested asylum to EU countries
and from which continent. This requires formulating an initial
query providing aggregate values for all combinations of continents of origin and countries of destination (Figure 2). Then, Alex
would like to refine the query and investigate the data about Germany more closely and finally to identify countries with similar
volumes of asylum requests. This requires adding appropriate
filtering conditions to the initial query to obtain new refined
queries. Finally, upon inspection of the initial results, Alex would
like to look into particular details and aspects along dimensions,
such as variations between continents of origin or age groups.
This entails refining the query once more by expanding the set
of attributes and adapting the aggregation levels.
As we see, a typical workflow requires formulating complex
queries, inspecting their results, and providing appropriate refinements to obtain the required insights. These are cumbersome
tasks even for expert users. For instance, in the first step, Alex
expects the desired result to contain tuples relating to entities
like Germany and Asia. Yet, while searching for such entities
could be relatively easy, formulating an appropriate analytical
query requires deep knowledge about the structure of the data,
e.g., which sequence of triples connects the number of applicants
to the continent of origin and which attributes can be used to add
further filtering conditions. Here, we show how we allow users
like Alex to simply provide the entities of interest, e.g., Germany,
to bootstrap their analysis and directly obtain suggestions of
candidate queries.
A common way to help users explore complex datasets is to
develop algorithms and tools that synthesize queries based on
a set of (partial) input examples [29, 30, 34], which can then be

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge Graphs (KGs) are nowadays already in widespread
use because of their ability to represent entities and their relationships in many domains [38, 50]. Given the expressiveness of
the model, an increasingly large body of statistical data is also
stored and accessed through KGs within companies [47, 50] and
as Linked Open Data on the Web [5], e.g., Open Government
Data [11] or recent COVID-19 data1 . In this context, statistical
data within a KG form a heterogeneous network of numerical
observations, entities, and relationships among them (Figure 1).
Given the importance of KGs, typically stored in RDF [43], there
is a need to support advanced analytics to extract relevant insights [1, 4, 6, 11, 22, 33, 34]. Analytical queries allow analyzing
numerical information (observations such as the volume of immigration flows or daily contagions) along well-defined dimensions,
e.g., the Time and Place dimension, to provide aggregate statistics, for example, results aggregated by month or region. Yet,
expressing such analytical queries requires a significant level of
expertise in the data model, the query language, and the content
1 https://op.europa.eu/en/web/eudatathon/covid-19-linked-data
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Processing (OLAP) queries [25], and discuss their limitations in
addressing exploratory analytics for statistical KGs.

SELECT ?origin ?dest SUM(?obsValue) WHERE {
?obs <Country_Origin> / <In_Continent> ?origin .
?obs <Country_Destination> ?dest .
?obs <Num_Applicants> ?obsValue .

Analytics for KGs. Supporting advanced analytics for KGs has
now received attention for a number of years [1, 4, 6, 7, 55].
This is also motivated by increasing interest from public and
private organizations to represent business data in specialized
KGs [17, 38, 47, 50]. As a result, there have been proposals
for standardized RDF vocabularies that allow describing statistical data [5]. The most complete is the QB4OLAP specification, a vocabulary for defining multi-dimensional (MD) data
cubes on RDF [10, 11], which has also been extended for spatial
data [19, 20]. Also, approaches exist to automatically enrich KGs
with QB4OLAP annotations [56] and infer also dimension hierarchies [14]. These vocabularies allow specifying what is the subject
of an observation (the fact), which measures are associated with
it, its dimensions, and their hierarchies. The above corpus of work
has hence focused on the definition of multi-dimensional data
cubes that could be queried with standard SPARQL. Other approaches allow to specify analytical operators on KGs by means
of “materialized views” and aggregations [4, 55] and allow OLAP
query optimization on RDF data cubes [13]. Such views are themselves expressed in RDF, hence existing methods can be adopted
to query these views as graphs. Finally, a different proposal allows for modelling the structure of a social network within a
multi-dimensional space [2]. Yet, this model is not designed for
KGs and cannot be used to produce OLAP queries over statistical KGs, which is the goal of Re2xOLAP. Therefore, despite
the growing need for exploratory analytics on KGs [33, 34], in
all the above cases, the user is required to be familiar with the
contents of the data and with the (complex) query language. In
this work instead, we are able to lift these requirements by allowing
automatic query synthesis and refinement from examples.
Different works have focused on helping users understand the
content of a graph by extracting summaries and interesting aggregates. To this end, such approaches distill recurring structures
in order to produce summary graphs [28, 54, 58]. For instance,
graph summarization supports data understanding by extracting
recurrent structures describing how different entities are connected [18, 54]. Other works, instead, select different aggregation
queries that describe specific entity types and are judged interesting because they present some peculiar characteristics (e.g.,
some skew) [6, 7]. These systems are able to extract high-level
structural information from the data and to propose some analytical results profiling the numerical contents of an RDF graph.
Nonetheless, these systems do not take into consideration the user’s
information need and do not directly support the task of reverse
engineering and interactively refining complex analytical queries,
as our approach does.

} GROUP BY ?origin ?dest
Figure 2: SPARQL query to obtain aggregate per continent.
interactively refined in a sequence of consecutive steps. In such
scenarios, domain experts commonly explore a dataset by searching for entities of interest, let the system identify appropriate
queries to retrieve relevant information, and then interactively
retrieve more information for those entities and similar ones [30–
32, 36, 48]. Yet, entity exploration approaches do not support
analytical queries. While the literature proposes approaches for
analytical exploration in relational databases [41], none of them
is applicable to KGs. The main reason is that KGs are characterized by heterogeneous structures composed of nodes and edges
instead of tables with well-defined relational schemas; these characteristics already render reverse engineering of arbitrary (nonanalytical) queries computationally hard [8]. The alternative of
transforming KGs into the relational model and trying to synthesize analytical queries there is not viable either, because it
incurs the extra cost and challenge of mapping and transforming data to the relational model and, more importantly, forfeits
the advantages of the graph model, such as a flexible schema,
easy discoverability and integration, the possibility to perform
reasoning and to understand the context of the data.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose Re2xOLAP, which stands
for Reverse-engineering and Refining Exploratory OLAP. This
is the first approach to generate complex exploratory analytical
queries and query refinements for statistical data within a KG.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• The first formalization of the exemplar query problem for
example-driven exploratory analytics over KGs.
• Re2xOLAP, an end-to-end approach comprising a novel algorithm, ReOLAP, to synthesize analytical SPARQL queries
from user examples and ExRef a suite of example-driven query
refinement methods for exploratory workflows.
• A fully functional Re2xOLAP system that operates on standard SPARQL interfaces (with non-specialized RDF stores) and
implements optimizations for core operations.
• A comprehensive experimental evaluation on real-world
datasets, which shows that Re2xOLAP efficiently reverseengineers queries and guides the user through thousands of
exploratory paths in a few seconds, even on large-scale statistical KGs.

Exploratory Search for RDF Data. Several approaches allow
exploring KGs by proposing graphical user interfaces for assisting the user in formulating simple, non-analytical, SPARQL
queries [8, 9, 12]. These methods are designed to help users with
a clear information need in writing (relatively simple) queries
about specific entities. Recent advances have proposed systems
able to accept keyword-query search over RDF data [9], as well as
by-example reverse engineering of SPARQL queries from examples [8, 35]. In general, exemplar queries have proven effective for
exploratory search on graphs [30, 31] and SPARQLByE [8] is the
state-of-the-art method for reverse engineering SPARQL queries
from examples. Nonetheless, we note that these approaches, and
approaches for keyword search in general, can only help users

This paper is structured as follows. First, Section 2 discusses related work. Then Section 3 formalizes the notion of statistical KGs
and Section 4 formalizes example-driven analytical exploration
in this context. Subsequently, Section 5 presents our ReOLAP
method for synthesizing analytical SPARQL queries and Section 6
presents the query refinement methods introduced in Re2xOLAP.
Finally, Section 7 presents the experimental evaluation and Section 8 concludes the paper with an outlook to future work.

2

RELATED WORK

In the following, we discuss existing approaches to support data
exploration through analytical queries, i.e., On-Line Analytical
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Table 1: Comparison of Existing Related Approaches:
our method supports large KGs in RDF, provides queries
with aggregations, and supports interactive query reformulation based on the (partial) user input.
RDF
Large KGs
Aggregations
Reformulations
User Input
Partial Input

Re2xOLAP

SPARQLByE [8]

Spade [6]

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

with object o as value. An RDF graph may contain Internationalized Resource Identifiers I (IRIs), typed or un-typed literals L
(constants), and blank nodes B (representing placeholders for
IRIs or literals).

REGAL [51]

✔

Definition 3.1 (RDF Graph). An RDF graph is a labeled directed
graph 𝐺 = ⟨N, E, 𝜆⟩ with:
• N ⊆I∪B∪L is the set of nodes, let N 0 denote the nodes in N
having no outgoing edges, and let N >0 = N \ N 0 ;
• E ⊆ N >0 × N is the set of directed edges;
• 𝜆 : N ∪ E ↦→ I ∪ B ∪ L is a labeling function2 such that 𝜆 |𝑁 is
injective with 𝜆 | N 0 : N 0 ↦→ I ∪ B ∪ L, 𝜆 | N >0 : N >0 ↦→ I ∪ B
and 𝜆 | E :E↦→I.
Finally, P:{𝑝∈I|∃𝑒∈ E.𝜆 | E (𝑒)=𝑝} is the set of predicates for 𝐺.

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

find how specific nodes are connected. Thus, none of the proposed
systems is designed to support analytical queries, nor to provide
appropriate query refinements for analytical exploration, unlike
our approach.

Thus, an RDF graph represents any factual data in the form of
linked statements (see Figure 1).
Statistical Knowledge Graphs. Let us discuss first how statistical data is represented within a KG. The multi-dimensional (MD)
model is used to describe a set of observational data (called observations) associated with numerical information called measures
(e.g., statistical information about the number of applicants) that
can be aggregated across a number of common dimensions (e.g.,
time and location) each characterized by a set of attributes called
levels (e.g., month and year for time, and country and continent
for location). This model is also called a Data Cube [25]. In a KG,
MD data can be described with the RDF Data Cube (QB) Vocabulary [5] (a W3C standard) and its extensions [11]. Additionally,
multi-dimensional data can be extracted from a KG by specifying
an analytical schema [4] over it, which is a set of view definitions
over the graph to define observations, measures, and dimensions.
Therefore, a statistical KG is an RDF graph, also called an RDF
cube [13], containing a set of observation nodes O ⊆ N to which
the statistical data is attached (e.g., iri0 in Figure 1). Following
previous work [4–6], our only assumption on the structure of the
KG is that all relevant observations are instances of a predefined
RDF class (e.g., qb:Observation [5]) and we design the system to
automatically infer the MD components and structure. We note
that it is straightforward to obtain a statistical KG by creating
a (materialized) view over an existing KG, as we discuss in the
experimental section (Section 7). Our model of a statistical KG is
composed of the following. First, a set of measures (M) with the
respective predicates PM ⊆P (e.g., Num applicants) that define
edges (⊂E) between observations (O) and numerical values (⊂L).
These values are those to be aggregated in analytical (OLAP)
queries (e.g., the value 403).
Then, a set of dimensions D across which the measure of each
observation can be aggregated, which are identified by edges
(ED ⊂E) between observations (O) and other nodes (ND ⊂N )
called dimension members (e.g., iri5 representing Syria). These
edges are labeled with appropriate dimension predicates PD ⊆P
(e.g, Country of Origin). Each dimension member can also be
linked to other members at a coarser or finer degree of specificity
(e.g., from iri5 Syria to iri6 Asia). Thus, we also distinguish the
case when two members reside at different levels in the hierarchy
of a dimension (e.g., country vs. continent of origin). Moreover,
level attributes PA ⊆P are predicates that assign descriptive properties to each member (e.g., a label or a name).
Given the formalization above, it follows that for each observation 𝑜𝑏𝑠 ∈ O, there exists a set of dimension predicates
{𝑝 1, ..., 𝑝𝑛 } ⊆ PD (𝑛=|D|), such that we can link the observation

Exploratory Analytics for Relational Data. Exploratory analytics received much attention in the context of the relational
model [23]. Typical methods to perform complex analytics over
relational data are data warehouses and OLAP queries [24, 25, 40].
These usually require advanced expertise. Hence, different solutions have been studied to facilitate the user in the exploratory
and analytical process [15, 26, 37, 45]. In particular, there exist approaches that help the user in discovering interesting insights by suggesting particular visualizations or filters on the
data [57]. Different methods allow for guided data exploration
by proposing query selectors that identify interesting subsets of
the data based on clustering [48, 57]. These also provide specific
navigation of the dataset with operations similar to drill-down
queries [27], especially to identify outliers [46, 52] or subspaces
(views) in which tuples are different from the rest of the database [49]. Other approaches search for outliers and unexpected
trends (e.g., rapid rise during a time period) [52]. Additionally,
many studies have also focused on exploiting examples to query
enterprise data lakes (usually CSV files) [3] and reverse engineer SQL queries [39, 51, 53]. Among those, some approaches
allow reverse-engineering SQL queries with aggregation and
ranking [39, 51]. Yet, these approaches require the user to explicitly provide also the result of the aggregation, which is a strongly
limiting assumption.
Furthermore, all aforementioned approaches are designed for
the relational model only. Hence, they are not directly applicable
to the graph data model, where there is no tabular schema. Moreover, as more and more data is being integrated into knowledge
graphs [16, 38, 47], it becomes infeasible to load the data into a
relational database system to explore it using existing relational
tools. In practice, transferring KG data into a relational model for
exploratory analysis defies the current needs of many companies
and organizations to model their data as graphs [38, 47].
Research gap. In conclusion, as summarized in Table 1, approaches for KGs are currently missing for both the task of reverse
engineering analytical queries as well as for suggesting appropriate query refinements. Thus, we focus on reverse engineering
queries for KGs from partial exemplar answers avoiding the need
for transferring the data to a relational system. In this paper, we
target this gap and introduce Re2xOLAP, the first comprehensive
approach for supporting exploratory analytics for statistical KGs.

3

STATISTICAL KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS

KGs are usually stored in RDF [43]. An RDF graph is a set of
⟨s p o⟩ triples, meaning that the subject s has the property p

2 Here
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𝑓 |𝑑 denotes the restriction of 𝑓 to its sub-domain 𝑑 .

node to the nodes of a corresponding member in each dimension
with a suitable set of edges, i.e., ∃𝑑𝑖 ∈I, 𝑒:⟨𝑜𝑏𝑠, 𝑑𝑖 ⟩∈ E.𝜆 | E (𝑒) = 𝑝𝑖
(as in Figure 1).
Consider the sample RDF graph of Figure 1. Sex, Age Range,
Ref. Period, Country of Origin and Destination are attributes
identifying each a different dimension (from D). Then Ref. Period
points to a hierarchy with lowest level Month and highest level
Year, similarly for the hierarchies for Origin and Destination
where the lower level is Country and the highest is Continent.
Entities like “Syria” and “October 2014” are dimension members
for levels Country of Origin and Ref. Period Month respectively,
while Num Applicants is the measure associated with each observation. Finally, a statistical KG modeled as an RDF cube is queried
with SPARQL queries describing the connections between observations and dimension levels (as in Figure 2). In practice, a
SPARQL query is composed of triples where some of the s, p,
o positions are substituted with variables and are called basic
graph patterns (BGP).

4

Since the definition of the REQ task is general, the nature of
the set of queries Q to be obtained depends on both the type of
answers A and the adopted containment relation ⊑. Moreover,
depending on ⊑, the set A𝐸 can contain also partially incomplete answers [30]. In this work, we aim at reverse engineering
SPARQL OLAP queries over KGs. That is, we accept as input entities and we support as output SPARQL queries of the form
SELECT...WHERE...GROUP BY with graph patterns (BGPs) specifying observation nodes (facts) and measure values to be aggregated, and connecting them with members of a subset of the
dimensions (inferred from the input entities) that also appear in
the GROUP BY clause (as in Figure 2).
In accordance with the definition of an analytical schema [4],
we define the output of an OLAP query Q on an RDF graph 𝐺 in
the form of a set of answer tuples Q(𝐺) = T . Each tuple 𝑡 ∈ T is of
the form 𝑡:⟨𝑑 1, ..., 𝑑𝑘 , 𝑚 1, ..., 𝑚 𝑗 ⟩, such that each 𝑑𝑖 , for 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑘],
is a member of some dimension 𝛿, i.e., ∀ 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑘] ∃𝛿 ∈ D, s.t.,
𝑑𝑖 ∈ I𝛿 . Also, we have 𝑚 1, ..., 𝑚 𝑗 ∈ R to be real values representing the results of the aggregations over measures 𝑀1, ..., 𝑀 𝑗 ∈ M.
Hence, with abuse of notation, we say that D(𝑡)={𝛿 1, ..., 𝛿𝑘 } ⊆ D
and M(𝑡)={𝜇 1, ..., 𝜇 𝑗 } are the dimensions and the measures of
𝑡. Similarly, we define D(T ) and M(T ) also for a set of tuples
T where all members have the same set of dimensions and measures. For instance, an output tuple from Figure 1 could be 𝑡:⟨iri6,
iri2, 2500⟩, i.e., involving the node corresponding to “Asia” and
the year “2014” and assuming that 2500 is the result of some
aggregation across the measure values linked to those two nodes.
We do not expect the user to know the result of a specific
aggregation over an unfamiliar dataset, with the exception of
special instances (e.g., when the measure is some special number
like 0). Therefore, we reduce the amount of information required
from the user and accept example tuples without any numerical
value, i.e., where each example tuple 𝑡 has M(𝑡)=∅, e.g., 𝑡:⟨iri6,
iri2⟩. This provides additional flexibility in exploratory settings.
Hence, in the following, we focus on reverse engineering queries
from exemplar answers where no measure information is provided
by the user, and we leave the study of more restrictive cases for
future work.
We also do not expect the user to specify an example tuple
with IRIs (e.g., the IRI for Germany), but instead to refer to some
literal value for their attributes (e.g., the label “Asia” or “2014”).
Hence, example tuples have the form 𝑡𝐸 :⟨𝑎 1, ..., 𝑎𝑘 ⟩ where each
𝑎𝑖 ∈L is a literal value connected by a predicate 𝑝𝑖 to some dimension member 𝑑𝑖 . That is ∃𝛿 ∈D, such that 𝑑𝑖 ∈I𝛿 and ∃𝑝𝑖 ∈PA with
𝑒:⟨𝑑𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 ⟩∈ E, 𝜆 | E (𝑒)=𝑝𝑖 . We also say that the tuple 𝑡𝐸 :⟨𝑎 1, ..., 𝑎𝑘 ⟩
is mapped to the tuple 𝑡:⟨𝑑 1, ..., 𝑑𝑘 ⟩ by 𝑝 1, ..., 𝑝𝑘 and write 𝑡𝐸 |=𝑡.
For instance, an example input tuple from Figure 1 could be
𝑡:⟨“Asia”, “18-34”, “2014”⟩ and it can be mapped to the exemplar
tuple 𝑡:⟨iri6,iri4,iri2⟩ by 𝑝 1 , 𝑝 2 , and 𝑝 3 all set to the predicate
hasLabel. Hence, each IRI is the corresponding dimension members for Origin, Age, and Ref. Period ∈D respectively.
Given this input format, the system is hence required to map
each input value 𝑎𝑖 to a matching dimension member 𝑑𝑖 . We
say that a tuple 𝑡 is subsumed by a tuple 𝑡 ′ , and we write 𝑡 ⊑𝑡 ′ ,
iff D(𝑡) ⊆ D(𝑡 ′ ), M(𝑡) ⊆ M(𝑡 ′ ), and ∀𝛿𝑖 ∈D(𝑡).𝛿𝑖 (𝑡)=𝛿𝑖 (𝑡 ′ ). By extension we also say that 𝑡𝐸 ⊑ 𝑡 ′ iff 𝑡𝐸 |= 𝑡 ∧ 𝑡 ⊑ 𝑡 ′ . For instance, we
have that 𝑡𝐸 :⟨“Asia”, “2014”⟩|=𝑡:⟨iri6,iri2⟩ and 𝑡 ⊑𝑡 ′ :⟨iri6,iri4,iri2⟩.
Similarly, we say that a set of tuples T is subsumed by a set of
tuples T ′ if ∀𝑡 ∈T , ∃𝑡 ′ ∈ T ′ , such that 𝑡 ⊑𝑡 ′ , and we write T ⊑T ′ .
Based on these considerations, we define the following specialization of the REQ problem (Definition 4.1):

FORMALIZING EXAMPLE-DRIVEN
EXPLORATORY ANALYTICS

Our first contribution is the formalization of example-driven analytical exploration of statistical KGs and the identification of its
main steps and challenges (illustrated in Figure 3). For this reason, we investigate two problems: query synthesis from examples
(Section 4.1) and interactive query refinement (Section 4.2).
In our system, the user provides as input one or more entities
(e.g., Germany) and obtains the analytical queries producing
output tuples involving those entities (e.g., aggregating volume
of requests across countries of destination or countries of origin,
as in the first interaction in Figure 3). The user will then select the
desired query to be executed and obtains a first set of results (e.g.,
summing up the number of applications with Germany as the
country of destination). This step of query synthesis is achieved
by reverse engineering an OLAP query Q. Subsequently, the user
asks for further query refinements. We propose three alternatives
for this phase: (i) producing results at a finer level by introducing
additional dimensions (Disaggregate operation), (ii) restricting
the output of Q to a subset by introducing range filters on the
measure values (Subset Results operation), and (iii) identifying
tuples with similar measure values (Similarity Search operation).
As shown later, the first operation corresponds to a drill-down
operator while the second and third operations correspond to a
dice operation in the OLAP model. Each operation can be applied
multiple times and in any order producing via simple interactions
queries of arbitrary complexity. Below, we provide the problem
formalization for each one.

4.1

Query Synthesis

In example-driven paradigms, the user presents examples of the
desired results instead of a query describing the conditions to be
satisfied by such results. The most common approach to support
this is to reverse engineer queries from example answers [30].
Definition 4.1 (REQ). (Reverse Engineering Queries from Examples) Given a set of exemplar answers A𝐸 derived from a dataset
D, the task of reverse engineering queries requires to identify
the family of queries Q such that ∀Q ∈ Q, A𝐸 ⊑ A = Q(D),
where the symbol ⊑ represents an instance of a containment
relation and A=Q(D) is the set of answer obtained by execution
of Q over D.
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ReOLAP: Query Synthesis

Example:
❬Germany❭

1

Interpretations:
❬Country Destination❭ ✓
2

❬Country Origin❭

ReOLAP

ExRef: Query Refinement
Entities with similar values:

Query results:
C. Dest.

SUM

AVG

...

Germany

0.5M

3.1

...

Execute

C. Dest.

SUM

AVG

...

Germany

0.5M

3.1

...

Sweden

0.2M

1.4

Similarity Search

1

Reformulations:
❬C.try Destination, Continent Origin❭ ✓
2

❬C.try Destination, Age❭

Disaggregate

Subset Results

...

Figure 3: Re2xOLAP: example query synthesis and refinement steps, an interaction step is mapped to a pair of arrows.
Problem 1 (REQ for SPARQL OLAP qeries). Given a statistical knowledge graph G with a set of observations O and a set
of exemplar tuples T𝐸 as input. The problem of reverse engineering SPARQL analytical queries from examples requires to compute
the set of valid SPARQL OLAP queries Q over O such that ∀Q∈Q,
T𝐸 ⊑TQ =Q(𝐺) ∧ ∀𝑡 ∈TQ . M(𝑡)≠∅.

drill-down (and roll-up) operations, e.g., drill-down the total sum
for an entire year in the separate sums for each month [25].
In the following, we present example-driven methods to automatically perform these different operations and some more
advanced ones for the Query Refinement phase of the workflow
(Figure 3). At its core, example-driven query refinements produce new queries providing a different perspective on the data at
hand while still describing the original user example (i.e., if Germany appeared in the results of the initial query, all subsequent
refinements should still contain some tuples about Germany).

Since the set Q is usually large, it is common to enforce some sort
of minimality criteria on the obtained queries with the goal to not
overload the user [41, 53]. In our case, we enforce that for each
Q ∈ Q, it should hold that D(Q(𝐺)) = D(T𝐸 ), so that the reverse
engineered queries are limited to contain only dimensions that
are matched by some part of the user example.
Thus, in our problem, given the input 𝑡:⟨“Asia”, “Germany”⟩,
the system would output the query in Figure 2, computing the
number of asylum requests for every continent of origin and
country of destination, as one of the valid output for the data
in Figure 1. Then, we present the interpretations to the user so
that they select the desired one. This corresponds to the Query
Synthesis part of the workflow in Figure 3. Thanks to this minimality constraint and the fact that input examples are usually
small given their exploratory nature, the number of resulting
queries is not very large, usually from 5 to 10 in our experiments.
Note that the user is free to expand to other dimensions in a
later refinement step (Section 4.2 below). Hence, we focus on
retrieving all such queries (ensuring completeness) and leave the
problem of ranking interpretations to future work.

4.2

Problem 2 (Example-Driven Query Refinement). Given the
example tuples T𝐸 and the query Q over the statistical knowledge
graph 𝐺 producing answer tuples T =Q(𝐺) s.t. T𝐸 ⊑T , provide a set
of example-driven refinement queries Q𝑟 , such that each Q𝑟 ∈Q𝑟
produces the resulting tuples T𝑟 = Q𝑟 (𝐺), for which it exists a subset
T ′ ⊂T s.t. T𝐸 ⊑T ′ ⊑T𝑟 .
According to the definition above, a refinement could be a query
for the same number of dimensions as the initial query Q but
limited to a subset of tuples, or it can introduce a new dimension. For example, given the query producing the total number
of applicants for all the countries of destination for a given year,
a refinement query would limit the result to only those countries
within the continent of the country appearing in the user example.
Since the number of possible refinements is particularly large,
we study a set of different refinement strategies that can produce filtering and disaggregation operations common of OLAP
workflows while being particularly suited for example-driven
exploration. In particular, we provide solutions for 3 refinement
operations (depicted in Figure 3). These operations are formalized
in Problems 2a-2c below.

Query Refinement

After the user has picked a query Q to retrieve an initial set of
results, the actual interactive exploratory phase starts. In this
phase, the user may either require to restrict the current result
set to just a few items that exhibit similar behavior, e.g., given the
input 𝑡:⟨“Asia”, “Germany”⟩, identify only those other countries
of destination that have a similar amount of asylum requests, or
to expand the current results to include new information, e.g., disaggregate the amount of requests across different years. The goal
of the system is to generate a set of relevant refinements for the
user to inspect and select among them those responding to their
needs (as in Figure 3). A refinement is obtained by updating the
query with filters to limit the resultset to a subset or introducing
new dimensions in order to aggregate or disaggregate measures
at different levels of granularity [25]. There are different ways in
which data (and the corresponding aggregates) can be projected
and filtered, e.g., returning only values where the country of destination is Germany or only countries having an aggregate sum
between 0.5𝑀 and 1.0𝑀; in the OLAP terminology these filtering
operations are called slice and dice respectively [25]. While disaggregating (or aggregating) values, i.e., moving between coarser
and finer granularity levels in a hierarchy, are referred to as the

Problem 2a ( Example - Driven Disaggregate). Given the
example tuples T𝐸 and an OLAP query Q over the statistical knowledge graph 𝐺 producing tuples T =Q(𝐺) with T𝐸 ⊑T , identify a set
of refinement queries Q𝑟 , such that each Q𝑟 ∈Q𝑟 produces tuples
T𝑟 =Q𝑟 (𝐺) with |D(T𝑟 )|=|D(T )|+1∧T𝐸 ⊑ T𝑟 .
Problem 2b (Example-Driven Subset). Given the example
tuples T𝐸 and an OLAP query Q over the statistical knowledge
graph 𝐺 producing tuples T =Q(𝐺) with T𝐸 ⊑T , provide the set of
subset-refining queries Q𝑟 , such that each Q𝑟 ∈Q𝑟 produces tuples
T𝑟 =Q𝑟 (𝐺) with D(T ) = D(T𝑟 ) ∧ T𝐸 ⊑ T𝑟 ∧ |T𝑟 | < |T |.
Problem 2c (Example-Driven Similarity Search). Given
the examples tuple T𝐸 and an OLAP query Q over the statistical knowledge graph 𝐺 producing tuples T =Q(𝐺) with T𝐸 ⊑T ,
and given the number 𝑘, provide a set of similarity search queries
Q𝑟 , such that each Q𝑟 ∈Q𝑟 produces tuples T𝑟 =Q𝑟 (𝐺) such that
|D(T𝑟 )|=|D(T )| ∧T𝐸 ⊑T𝑟 and for each tuple 𝑡 ∈T𝐸 and for some
measure 𝑚∈M(𝑡) it holds that the set T𝑟 contains the 𝑘 tuples that
are most similar to 𝑡 when compared to the value of M(𝑡) for some
similarity measure 𝜎 : T ×T ↦→R.
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Table 2: Resultset from the example ⟨“Germany”, “2014”⟩,
interpreting “Germany” as Country of Destination
Country of Destination

Year

SUM(# Applicants)

Germany
France
Italy
Austria
...

2014
2014
2014
2014
...

8030
5011
1220
120
...

Algorithm 1 ReOLAP: OLAP Query Reverse Engineering
Input: Target RDF KG 𝐺
Input: Exemplar Tuple 𝑡:⟨𝑎 1, . . . , 𝑎𝑘 ⟩
Output: Candidate Queries Q
// Input is a single exemplar tuple with no measures
1: Dims ←new Map()
2: for each 𝑎𝑖 ∈ D(𝑡) do
// Retrieve the dimension members that 𝑎𝑖 may describe
3:
𝐷𝑖 ←matches(𝑎𝑖 )
// Retrieve dimensions corresponding to each member
4:
for each 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷𝑖 do
// The same entity can be member of multiple dimensions
5:
Dims[𝑎𝑖 ] ←Dims[𝑎𝑖 ] ∪ {⟨𝑑, 𝛿⟩ | 𝛿 ∈D∧𝑑∈𝛿 }
6:
end for
7: end for
8: Q ← ∅
// Combine all possible interpretations
9: for each ⟨⟨𝑑 1 , 𝛿 1 ⟩, ..., ⟨ 𝑑𝑘 , 𝛿𝑘 ⟩⟩∈Dims[𝑎 1 ] × . . . × Dims[𝑎𝑘 ]
do
// Build the corresponding query
10:
Q ← Q ∪ {getQuery(PM, ⟨⟨𝑑 1, 𝛿 1 ⟩ . . . ⟨𝑑𝑘 , 𝛿𝑘 ⟩⟩)}
11: end for
12: return Q

Therefore, Problem 2a corresponds to a Drill-down operation,
adding a new dimension to a query obtained from examples that
were not mentioning it, while Problems 2b and 2c correspond to
Dice operations that return a smaller subset of results based on
the aggregate values of the measure.

5

REVERSE ENGINEERING QUERIES

Given the problem formulations presented above, we focus now
on the query synthesis phase. Following the by-example paradigm, the user input is a tuple of dimension members the user is
interested in, e.g., ⟨Germany, 2014⟩ 3 . The expected output is a
list of queries containing the required graph patterns linking the
members to the observations (this requires also traversing the
hierarchies) and including the grouping and aggregates appropriate to the obtained aggregation level. Thus, we present ReOLAP,
a novel reverse engineering algorithm (Algorithm 1) to obtain
SPARQL OLAP queries from examples (Problem 1). During query
synthesis, the system needs to access the triplestore (e.g., through
a SPARQL endpoint) to search for matches of the user example
and how they are connected. Hence, to ensure efficient query
answering, our algorithm adopts an in-memory representation
of the high-level structure of the graph, called Virtual Schema
Graph. In the following, we first present an example of the input and output of the algorithm, then we describe the steps of
the algorithm (Section 5.1), then we illustrate how the virtual
schema graph is built and employed (Section 5.2), and finally, we
discuss correctness, completeness, and computational cost of our
approach (Section 5.3).

appears both as Country of Destination and Country of Origin).
To obtain the match, we search in the database, i.e., we query the
triplestore, for any entity matching the provided value (that is
by keyword matching over labels). Then we retrieve to which
predicates the retrieved entities are connected, and check whether
any of those predicates is a dimension predicate 𝑝 ∈ PD . In this
way, each component 𝑎𝑖 in the example tuple is associated with
a set of possible interpretations (Lines 4–5). Then, a query is
generated (with the method getQuery) for each combination of
the interpretations retrieved in the previous step (Lines 6–9).
The getQuery function produces a candidate SPARQL analytical query for a given combination of dimension members. When
generating the queries, the dimensions that are not mentioned
by the user will not appear in the query, following the minimality criteria of ReOLAP. For measures instead, we will retrieve
results for all aggregation functions (max, min, avg, sum) over
all available measures (in our example only Num Applicants).
The resulting query has the form SELECT...WHERE...GROUP BY.
The core of the query is in the corresponding WHERE statement.
For each dimension member (𝑑𝑖 ∈ {𝑑 1, . . . .𝑑𝑘 }), the WHERE clause
will contain a distinct set of Basic Graph Patterns (BGP) to produce the triple pattern of the path from the observation variable
(?obs) to the desired member 𝑑𝑖 in the selected dimension 𝛿𝑖 . The
variables corresponding to the level members for each dimension
(𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑠𝛿 ) also appear in the GROUP BY clause. These variables can
also appear in filter conditions in the WHERE clause to restrict the
query output.

Example. Assume a set of observations (e.g., Figure 1) and the
input example ⟨“Germany”, “2014”⟩. Algorithm 1 will produce
queries that: (1) contain only 2 dimensions, resulting from the
combination {Origin, Destination}×{Ref. Period} and (2) aggregate dimensions Origin and Destination at level Country and
dimension Ref. Period at level Year. Hence, the system will generate exactly 2 queries: one aggregating across countries of destination and years, and another across countries of origin and
years instead. For instance, the results of the former are of the
form presented in Table 2.

5.1

The ReOLAP Algorithm

To generate the queries, in Algorithm 1, first each component of
the tuple 𝑡𝐸 :⟨𝑎 1, ..., 𝑎𝑘 ⟩ is interpreted as an attribute of an example
member of some unspecified dimension (e.g., “Germany” is the
attribute label for the dimension member node). Consequently,
each item in the input tuple is analyzed to identify to which
dimensions it might refer to (Lines 2-3). Note that a single element
could appear as a member in distinct dimensions (a country

Presenting Query Interpretations. Once we obtain the candidate queries, we aim to provide some natural language description of them to the user by exploiting existing domain-specific
annotations in the database itself. In particular, in RDF, annotations on the schema of the data reside alongside the data itself.
Therefore, we retrieve declarations of types and classes as well
as labels on predicates and IRIs and use them to annotate the
results. For instance, we can find in the graph that the predicate
connecting the observation to the node for Germany is labelled
as “Country of Destination”, while another edge pointing to the

3 For

ease of presentation, the remainder of this section focuses on the case for a
single example tuple. We also support the general case of multiple tuples and mixed
queries targeting both dimension members and names.
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IRI for Syria has a predicate with the label “Country of Origin”.
This allows us to translate the resulting queries into some descriptive text to facilitate their interpretation. Hence, we present
the query to the user by using classic templating techniques like
in Sparklis [12], for example, a query can be presented as: Return
SUM(Num Applicants) grouped by “Country of Destination” and
“Country Of Origin / Continent”.

To efficiently support the query reverse engineering task (lines
2-3 in Algorithm 1 and method getQuery), we employ an inmemory representation of the organization of hierarchies for each
dimension (see Figure 4). This allows us to reduce the need for
querying the database. This structure, called the Virtual Schema
Graph (also virtual graph for short), is a directed labelled graph
that represents how the hierarchies of members are organized
within each dimension and it is built automatically during the
system bootstrap.

Level

Figure 4: Virtual Graph for Requests of Asylum data

depth-first traversals of this graph and by keeping track of the
labels of edges and nodes instead of querying the triplestore to
identify connected predicates.

Definition. In practice, a dimension 𝛿 (e.g., Ref. Period) can be
composed of one or more hierarchies H of dimension members,
each hierarchy 𝐻 ∈H is composed by one or more levels ℓ∈L𝐻
(e.g., the Month level, and the Year level) and each level contains
the dimension members (e.g., the Year level contains 2014 as
dimension member, while the lower Month level contains, among
others, October 2014 as dimension member).
In the virtual graph, we do not represent every single member
(e.g., each year) but only the corresponding level (e.g., just the
concept of Year). This design allows the virtual graph to be orders
of magnitudes smaller than the underlying graph. Hence, as shown
in Figure 4, the virtual graph has one node 𝑣 ℓ for each hierarchy
level ℓ ∈ L𝐻 for each hierarchy 𝐻 ∈H𝐷 for each dimension 𝐷∈D
, plus a default node 𝑣𝑜 representing the base observation level,
ÐD Ð H𝐷
i.e., |𝑉 |≈|L|+1 where L = 𝐷
𝐻 L𝐻 . In this graph then, given
levels ℓ1 and ℓ2 , we insert an edge 𝑒 1,2 : 𝑣 ℓ1 ↦→𝑣 ℓ2 if ∃𝐻 ∈ H
s.t. ℓ1, ℓ2 ∈ 𝐻 and the graph contains a predicate 𝑝 ∈ PD that
connects a member of ℓ1 to a member of ℓ2 , and we assign to 𝑒
the corresponding label 𝑝 (e.g., the In Continent predicate). Then
all nodes 𝑣 ℓ𝑖 that have no incoming edges are the base levels
and are connected directly to the observation node 𝑣𝑜 with an
edge 𝑒𝑜,𝑖 :𝑣𝑜 ↦→𝑣 ℓ𝑖 with the predicate that connects instances of
the observations to the corresponding base level members (e.g.,
the Country Origin predicate).

5.3

Analysis of the Approach

Correctness and Completeness. As mentioned earlier, the ReOLAP procedure searches for all dimension members matching
the examples in the query separately (e.g., first searches for all
the interpretations of “Europe”, then for all interpretations of
“2014”), then builds all the possible combinations of interpretations, this guarantees the completeness of the process. Additionally,
each interpretation is checked to return at least one observation by running it against the triplestore. This guarantees the
correctness of the results. Therefore, our algorithm produces all
possible queries matching the user input and guarantees that
all of them are valid and return a non-empty result set when
executed against the given graph.
Computational cost. Previous studies demonstrate that the
complexity of reverse engineering SPARQL queries containing
simple triple patterns (i.e., without aggregates and grouping) goes
from P-time to co-NP [8], that is because for general queries there
is no prior information on which predicates can be combined
and in which sequence.
In our approach, despite the complexity of the triple patterns
and the use of group-by operators we need to employ, we are
able to reduce the search space by exploiting the structure of the
virtual graph and, therefore, we drastically reduce the overall computational cost. In particular, in Algorithm 1, the matches for
the examples are combined by navigating the virtual graph and
not the complete graph. Hence, for each member of the user
example, running time grows proportionally to the number of dimensions, the number of hierarchies, and the cardinality of their
members, but time complexity is independent of the actual number
of observations.
For instance, in the case of the asylum application data in our
example, the search algorithm should look for a match among
the 373 distinct dimension members (see Table 3 in Section 7)
despite the dataset contains 15M observations. Then, while the
number interpretations is |ND | |D(𝑡 ) | , the number of queries can
be reverse engineered is |L| |D(𝑡 ) | , i.e., it grows with the existing
dimension levels (there are 7 in Figure 4, and actually 9 in the
complete asylum application data, since some hierarchies have
not been depicted for simplicity). This means that, theoretically,
for a given database, the number of queries that can be obtained

Construction and use. The virtual graph is built iteratively and
automatically. The algorithm requires as input only access to the
triplestore storing the graph 𝐺 and the class identifying the set
of observation nodes (e.g., qb:Observation, but different classes
can also be provided or automatically constructed [7]). The system enumerates predicates linked to a set of observation nodes
pointing to other non-literal nodes, these nodes are considered
dimension members and the incident predicates are considered
dimension predicates. Then, recursively, the process builds the
hierarchies by enumerating predicates linking dimension members to further non-literal nodes, which are considered dimension
members in higher hierarchy levels. Thus, this requires a bidirectional depth-first traversal (to handle cycles) of the graph
starting from observation nodes. The virtual graph is easily stored
in memory since its size (number of edges) is bounded by |L| 2 . This
allows reducing the number of queries to execute against the
triplestore to extract information about the dimensions and their
hierarchies. That is, when constructing a SPARQL query, the
system produces the BGPs required in the body of the query by
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Algorithm 2 Re2xOLAP: Reverse-engineering and Refinement

our solutions: 1) simplicity and 2) explainability. When exploring unfamiliar data, the system is going to present results for
which the user cannot immediately assess the correctness and for
which they may have no prior expectation. Therefore, query refinements proposed by the system should introduce the minimal
amount of variation possible in the conditions applied (simplicity)
and the reasoning behind each new condition that is added (or
removed) should be easily explainable to the user (explainability).
In the following, we show concrete implementations for each
operation based on these criteria.

Input: Target RDF KG 𝐺
Input: Exemplar tuple 𝑡:⟨𝑎 1, . . . , 𝑎𝑘 ⟩
// Retrieve candidate queries from exemplar tuple
1: Q ←ReOLAP(𝐺, 𝑡)
// Present the queries to the user, the user picks one
2: Q ←Show(Q)
// Query refinement phase
3: ExRef← {Dis, TopK, Perc, Sim}
4: while true do
// Execute the query
5:
T ← Q(𝐺)
// Present the query results and the refinement methods
6:
R ←Show(T , ExRef)
// The user selects a refinement method R ∈ ExRef
7:
if R = ⊥ then
// The user can stop at any time
8:
break;
9:
end if
// Apply R to obtain refinements for Q given T
10:
Q ← R(Q, T )
// Present the refined queries, the user picks one
11:
Q ←Show(Q)
12: end while

6.1

grows exponentially in the number of input examples, e.g., for
the input ⟨“Europe”, “2014”⟩ this is 3732 interpretations of dimension members and 102 possible queries. Similar proportions
usually hold for other datasets as shown in Table 3. Nonetheless,
the actual search space is limited in practice. First, the number of
user-provided examples is usually small (<10). Moreover, in realworld scenarios, the number of matched dimension members
is much smaller than |ND |, since the attributes of the dimension members are usually well-differentiated, and then each user
example usually matches only very few of them.

6

Example-Driven Disagreggate

Problem 2a requires to provide refinements that disaggregate
the current results over an additional dimension (or at a more
detailed level within the current dimension). For this refinement
method (Dis), we exploit once more the virtual graph (Section 5)
and enumerate all available dimensions and levels not yet included in the query to generate a list of alternative queries. In
practice, to produce valid triple patterns connecting observations to level members, we enumerate all paths starting from the
root node (𝑣𝑜 ), each path identifies a sequence of predicates to
reach a specific level in a specific hierarchy for a given dimension
(e.g., the sequence Country Origin followed by In Continent to
reach the continent level). By checking each path against those
already described by the query, the system can discard invalid
refinements (i.e., those that are already included or that would
aggregate at a higher level instead of disaggregating). Thanks to
the virtual graph, this operation does not need to query the triple
store and is performed very efficiently, with complexity linear in
the number of levels over all dimensions, i.e., O (|L|).

6.2

Example-Driven Subset

During the exploration, it is common that for a given query Q
the cardinality of its results T is too large for the user to be inspected (e.g., in Figure 3, after disaggregating both for Country of
Origin and Year the query returns hundreds of tuples). Therefore,
a solution for Problem 2b requires to obtain a query that can
produce a smaller set of tuples that the user can focus their attention on. In both the literature [49] and our interviews with users
(Section 7), we have found that a common need is to identify
tuples for which the resulting measure values are the highest
(or lowest), or alternatively form a cluster of similar values. In
any case, the identified subsets are guided by the initial user example, i.e., ∀𝑡 ′ ∈T ′ .∃𝑡 ∈T𝐸 s.t. 𝑡 ′ ∼𝑡𝑒 , for some similarity relation
∼. Hence, we propose two options: top-k refinement (TopK) and
percentile-based refinement (Perc).

EXAMPLE-DRIVEN QUERY REFINEMENT

In the previous section, we discussed how the user can start from
a tuple of entities of interest and obtain a list of interpretations
(i.e., queries). After the user has selected a query Q from the
output Q of the query synthesis phase above and obtained its
results T , the query refinement phase of Re2xOLAP produces
exploratory query refinements. Figure 3 and Algorithm 2 show
how these two phases are linked. In the interactive refinement
phase (Lines 3-12 of Algorithm 2), the system presents to the
user the current query Q and its results T , and the user can
select one refinement strategy among those we offer. Thus, to
support the query refinement phase, we devise ExRef, a suite
of methods to address Problem 2a, 2b, and 2c. Thus, we enable
three independent refinement operations: disaggregate, subset,
and find similar (see example in Figure 3). The user can then
decide which operation to execute, then obtains the new (refined)
result, and continues the exploration with a new refinement (or
backtracks to a previous query to start a different exploration
path). Therefore, a user can move from very simple queries to
more complex ones without the need to write any query.

Top-K refinement. This refinement method returns a set of
top-k tuples T𝑘 for a measure 𝑚𝑖 such that at least one tuple
matching the user input appears among them, i.e., ∃𝑡 ∈T𝐸 .𝑡 ∈T𝑘 .
The refinement algorithm works as follows. For every measure
𝑚𝑖 , it orders the tuples in T according to the computed value for
𝑚𝑖 . Then, it iterates over each tuple 𝑡𝑖 ∈ T in this ordering until
it finds a tuple 𝑡𝑖 ∈T𝐸 such that the next tuple 𝑡𝑖+1 does not match
the user example, i.e., 𝑡𝑖+1 ∉T𝐸 . Then it uses the value of 𝑚𝑖 for 𝑡𝑖+1
to add a filter to the current query so that 𝑡𝑖 is included and 𝑡𝑖+1
is excluded. The system can then explain that the provided query
refinement returns values in the top-𝑘 with 𝑖=𝑘 for measure 𝑚𝑖 .
The same is done twice both for ascending and descending order.

Solution criteria. Following the example-driven exploration
paradigm [30], we produce refinement queries whose result sets
still contain at least some tuple matching the original user example. Moreover our preliminary study (Section 7.2) lead us to
identify two complementary main criteria to guide the design of

Percentile-based refinement. The above strategy returns
groups of tuples that are notable because of their extreme values.
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C. Dest.

C. Origin

Year

SUM

Germany

Syria

2013

0.3M

France

Syria

2013

0.3M

Sweden

Syria

2013

0.2M

Germany

China

2013

0.1M

France

China

2013

Itemsets:
tE : ❬ Germany , Syria❭

Vectors:
❬0.3 , 0.6❭

t1 : ❬France , Syria❭

❬0.3, 0.3❭

t2 : ❬Sweden , Syria❭

❬0.2, 0.4❭

0.1M

t3 : ❬Germany , China❭

❬0.1, 0.1❭
❬0.1, 0.3❭
❬0.3, 0.2❭

Sweden

China

2013

0.3M

t4 : ❬France , China❭

Germany

Syria

2014

0.6M

t5 : ❬Sweden , China❭

France

Syria

2014

0.3M

Sweden

Syria

2014

0.4M

Germany

China

2014

0.1M

France

China

2014

0.3M

Sweden

China

2014

0.2M

as a feature set and the feature value is the value for 𝑚𝑖 (or zero if
a specific combination does not appear). Therefore, for both the
example tuple 𝑡𝐸 and the tuple 𝑡 ∈ T ′ , we create a feature vector
v𝑡 having size equal to the number of distinct values appearing
for 𝛿 (𝑚+1) , ..., 𝛿𝑛 in the result tuples T of Q. For instance, in our
previous example, this corresponds to having a feature for each
distinct member of the Year dimension. Finally, for every pair
⟨𝑡𝐸 , 𝑡 ′ ⟩∈{𝑡𝐸 } × T ′ , we compute the similarity between the corresponding vectors v𝑡𝐸 and v𝑡 ′ with some vector similarity (in
our case the cosine similarity) and keep the top-k most similar
tuples. For instance, in Figure 5, this corresponds to tuple pairs
⟨Sweden, Syria⟩ and ⟨France, China⟩ which observed similar
trends in the two years ⟨2013, 2014⟩ that are used as features.
Therefore, the query refinement consists of adding that combination of values as filters for the dimensions Country Destination
and Country Origin.

Top-2 similar (σ):
Features:
❬Year:2013, Year:2014❭ t2 (1) ; t4 (0.99)

Figure 5: Example of similarity computation.
Yet, sometimes, other interesting tuples are not located in the topk (or bottom-k). Therefore, we propose an alternative refinement
strategy that, given a set of tuples T and a measure 𝑚𝑖 , computes
a set of percentile values for 𝑚𝑖 , e.g., the 90th percentile, the 75th,
and so on, and checks in which intervals (e.g., between 90th and
75th) there exists some tuple matching the user example 𝑡𝑖 ∈T𝐸 .
Then, for all such intervals, a different query is generated using
those values as filtering conditions. The system can then inform
the user that the provided query refinement returns values within
the selected percentile for 𝑚𝑖 .

6.3

7

EXPERIMENTS

Here, we show both the effectiveness and appropriateness of our
method with user interviews, a comparison to existing methods,
and experiments on real and synthetic datasets. First, we show
that despite the REQ problem suffering from high complexity
in general, in our case our approach allows fast response time
(below 2.5 seconds on average) in practice. Then, we study the
performance of our query refinement methods and the effect on it
of the performance of the underlying SPARQL endpoint. Furthermore, we study the expressiveness of our framework showing
the wide range of exploration paths it can support. Moreover,
we verify the efficiency of the system’s bootstrapping phase. Finally, we demonstrate that for exploratory analytics, existing
SPARQL reverse engineering methods do not produce useful answers. Moreover, interviews with real users validate the for our
proposal of example-driven analytics.

Example-Driven Similarity Search

The last refinement strategy (Sim), solving Problem 2c, is closely
connected to the concept of example-based search through implicit similarity [30]. This strategy aims at limiting the query
processing to the few (top-k) members within a dimension (or
set of dimensions) that are most similar to the member identified
by the user example. For instance, given the example ⟨Germany⟩
and a measure 𝑚𝑖 (see Figure 3 for the Similarity Search step), we
produce a refinement that reports only those 𝑘 countries that are
the most similar to Germany based on the values of the measure
𝑚𝑖 at the current aggregation level. Note that the effect of this
method and the way in which examples are taken into account
are not the same that are used in the context of the subset-based
refinement. The similarity-based refinement searches for the 𝑘
entities most similar to those initially provided, while the subset
refinement, presented above, first determines subsets and then
exploits the examples only to validate such subsets.
In practice, this method works as follows. Assume a query
Q with dimensions D(Q)=⟨𝛿 1, ..., 𝛿𝑚 , ..., 𝛿𝑛 ⟩, where dimensions
{𝛿𝑖 |𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑚]} correspond to dimensions matching the example tuple 𝑡𝐸 =⟨𝑑 1, ..., 𝑑𝑚 ⟩, while dimensions 𝛿𝑚 + 1, ..., 𝛿𝑛 have
been added as a result of some refinement. Then, the set of additional items T ′ is composed of all existing combinations of
members for the dimensions 𝛿 1, ..., 𝛿𝑚 . For instance, given the
initial example tuple 𝑡𝐸 :⟨Germany, Syria⟩ and assuming the user
is refining the current query Q:⟨Country Destination, Country
Origin, Year⟩, with result T (see Figure 5), we have that the set
of additional items T ′ ⊑T contains ⟨France, China⟩ as well as
⟨Germany, China⟩ (as well as many others) since only the first
two dimensions match the user example, while the third has been
added in a refinement step (solving Problem 2a).
Then, we compute the similarity between 𝑡𝐸 and the members
of T ′ to extract the 𝑘 most similar tuples T𝑘′ ⊆ T ′ according
to a target measure 𝑚𝑖 . Therefore, the combination of member
values for all the remaining dimensions 𝛿 (𝑚+1) , ..., 𝛿𝑛 is treated

7.1

Performance Analysis

Experimental setup. Experiments are run on a virtual machine
with 62GB of RAM, and 8 2.3GHz cores. Our system is implemented as a server application, written in Java (to be released
as open-source) implementing all the algorithms, data structures, and methods described above. The server sends SPARQL
queries to a standard RDF triplestore (Virtuoso v7.2). We note
that the server, at startup, is only provided with the address of the
SPARQL endpoint, the list of named graphs to query, and the RDF
class identifying the observations. No other information about the
dataset is assumed since all the extra information is obtained by
the system by automatic crawling. Finally, the triplestore employs
a traditional full-text index to provide a faster response time for
the task of resolving keywords to IRIs (Algorithm 1, line 3).
Datasets. We employed three real, publicly available, RDF
graphs: Eurostat [11], Production [17, 21], and a subsample of
DBpedia (from March 2020) describing entities of type Creative
Work (see Table 3 and Figure 6). Eurostat describes open data
asylum applications and is used in the literature as a typical example of a statistical KG [11]. Production records macro-economic
information about materials, energy, and monetary production
across 43 countries for more than 160 industries, and 200 products or services. This data is currently in use by domain experts
in a framework of open-source environmental assessments [16].
Finally, DBpedia represents an analytical view [7] describing
songs categorized by genre, artist, label, instrument, and director, automatically extracted from DBpedia by retaining all IRIs
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Table 3: Datasets characteristics
Eurostat
Production
DBpedia

|D|
4
7
5

|M|
1
1
1

|H |
8
5
14

|L|
9
9
23

|ND |
373
6444
87160

Disk (GB)
1.1
2.0
3.8

Number of output queries: Figure 7b presents the average
number of queries synthesized depending on the size of the input.
With input of size 1 or 2, the number of queries is largely below
10 across all datasets. This ensures that the user will need to inspect only very few alternative interpretations. With a larger input
size, only in some rare cases, we obtain more than 10 reverseengineered queries. Comparing these results with Table 3, we see
that the number of hierarchies and the number of members shared
in different levels (e.g., country of destination and origin) are generally the determining factor.

VGraph (MB)
72
73
79

Query Refinement We tested each refinement method with the
40 queries synthesized in the previous experiment.
Effect of disaggregation: The running times for generating the
refined queries are below 100ms across all datasets and queries. This
shows the efficiency in assisting interactive exploration. Nonetheless, all the subsequent refinement methods depend on obtaining
the results of the refined queries. Hence, we additionally studied
the running time for the endpoint to answer the SPARQL query
obtained by this step (Figure 8), since this is part of the user exploration workflow. Figure 8a depicts the running time of the initial
(Orig.) query obtained through ReOLAP and of the refinements
obtained by applying 1 (Dis.1) and 2 (Dis.2) Disaggregate steps.
The running time for the initial query varies according to the
size of the input: with size 1 the triplestore needs to compute a
high-level aggregation over one single dimension, while with a
larger input size, the resulting query is noticeably more selective,
hence faster. With more dimensions (i.e., after Dis.1/Dis.2), the
running time increases more prominently for queries generated
from input of size 1.
Figure 8b describes the average number of result tuples for
each generated query (see Section 5). For Production, with input
of size 4, we see that adding more dimensions typically does not
increase the number of tuples, these are cases where there is only
one (or none) observation for the given combination of entities.
This demonstrates how the disaggregation step can provide access
to many facets of the data and allows to verify whether the dataset
at hand contains any relevant information in just a few seconds.
Subset Refinement: In Figure 9a we present running times for
both the refinement based on top-k selection (Top-k) and the
refinement based on percentile selection (Perc.) as described in
Section 6.2. We test them with the queries obtained, after ReOLAP, after applying 1 (Dis.1) and 2 (Dis.2) Disaggregate steps,
since they contain larger numbers of tuples. Here we see that the
processing time is generally below 1 second and scales linearly to
the number of tuples to process. In Figure 9b, we report the number of alternative query refinements produced on average by both
Top-k and Percentile. By design, the Top-k method returns two
refinements (for ascending/descending order) for each measure
and aggregation function. The percentile method (Perc.) instead,
produces a variable number of refinements, which is still proportional to the number of measures but by definition depends also
on how the query results are clustered. Therefore, the proposed
methods introduce almost no delay in the exploration process while
providing a huge advantage to the user that can quickly obtain
query refinements to explore distinctive portions of the data.
Similarity Search: Running time for the similarity search (Sim.)
refinement is presented in Figure 9a, where apply the method to
the same queries as for the previous two refinements described
above. This is the most computationally expensive refinement
method and its running time depends on the number of total
tuples (not only those matching the examples) returned by the

Figure 6: Dataset Size as: (a) # of Observations, and (b) # of
Triples; and (c) Time for bootstrapping.
that are instances of the class Creative Work and performing a
bi-directional BFS at depth 3.
Eurostat and Production both have ∼15M observations, but
Eurostat has almost twice as many triples as Production (∼160M
vs. ∼90M; Figure 6a,b), i.e., Eurostat has a richer set of observation attributes. DBpedia, instead, has ∼541K observations but
∼20M triples, this is mainly due to an extremely complex set
of connections interpreted as hierarchies. Interestingly, the DBpedia dataset has a prevalence of hierarchy steps with M-to-N
cardinalities (e.g., a song can be associated with multiple genres). Moreover, the three datasets differ greatly in the number
of members across all the dimension levels (|ND |). Overall, the
DBpedia dataset, being extracted from an open-domain KG, is the
most heterogeneous in structure. Thus, the performance results
on DBpedia can be considered a worst-case scenario, rather than a
typical use case.
ReOLAP Query Synthesis. We generated 4 sets of inputs with
a variable number (between 1 and 4) of examples entities (marked
as 1 𝐸𝑥 . to 4 𝐸𝑥 . in the charts). The number of example entities
corresponds to the size of the input, e.g., the input ⟨Germany⟩
is of size 1, while ⟨Germany, 2014⟩ is of size 2. In particular, we
randomly selected dimension members from each dimension
and combined them. We created 10 input queries, i.e., tuples of
entities for each size, and we measured the total time required by
the system to produce a set of queries derived from that input.
Overall ReOLAP running time: Results show that time grows
proportionally to the size of the input from 100 − 400ms for size
1 to 2 − 5secs for size 4, depending on the dataset (Figure 7a).
Both for Eurostat and Production, we report reverse engineering
times on average below or around 1 second with size 1 or 2, and
around 2 seconds with size 3 or 4. Therefore, the system can easily
support real-time interactive exploration of real datasets. Finally,
for DBpedia running times start around ∼100 msecs with input
of size 1 and grows up to ∼6 secs for size 4. It is important to note
that the schema for the DBpedia dataset contains a high number
of dimensions sharing similar values (e.g., the genre of artists and
the genre of production labels). Hence, the search step is often
comparing large combinations of interpretations. In contrast,
this does not happen so often in most real-world statistical KGs.
Nonetheless, comparing the running times to the dataset statistics
confirms that the running time for ReOLAP depends on the total
number of dimension members (see Table 3), rather than on the
absolute size of the dataset (Figure 6a), making it scalable even to
large amounts of observations.
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Figure 7: ReOLAP: (a) running time; (b) queries retrieved.

Figure 8: (a) Running time and (b) number of results per query, varying number of input examples. (c) Evolution of exploration workflow. Orig. is the query result from ReOLAP, Dis.1 and Dis.2 are the queries after 1 and 2 applications of
Disaggregate.

Figure 9: (a) Query running time and (b) number of refinements produced, varying number of input examples. Dis.1
and,Dis.2 are the queries after 1 and 2 applications of Disaggregate.
current selection. Nonetheless, this method runs in less than
1 second with inputs of sizes 1 and 2. For DBpedia, given the
M-to-N hierarchies, many of the randomly generated queries
were producing extremely large resultsets (e.g., by combining
every artist with every musical instrument or with every subgenre), and with inputs of size 3 and 4 members, the SPARQL
endpoint reached the timeout (set to 15 minutes). This highlights
a challenge for this specific refinement method when analyzing
highly unstructured KGs. This also requires optimized query
processing at the database level, which is an orthogonal area
of research [23, 42, 44]. However, for a typical KG scenario, the
similarity search method provides query refinements with only little
(∼1 sec) additional processing time. Finally, Figure 9b shows that
this refinement returns a fixed number of reformulations.
Exploration workflow: We consider an example workflow
starting with ReOLAP, then Disaggregate twice, then Similarity
Search and finally TopK refinement. In Figure 8c we see (for Eurostat) that at the first interaction (ReOLAP step) given the single

input example we offer 4 query interpretations. Each query interpretation gives access to a different view of the data, which we
call an exploration path. Applying Disaggregate to any of them
(i.e., selecting one path) returns a set of refinements corresponding to new exploration paths (i.e., queries) each giving access
to many (usually aggregate) tuples. We report the cumulative
number of exploration paths and tuples the system gives access
to with just this small sequence of operations, that is, how many
different aspects of the data the user can access with just a few
iterations. For instance, after 4 interactions the system gives access to 12.000 distinct paths and a total of 8000 tuples, while each
TopK reformulation (5th interaction) filters out tuples and each
filter corresponds to a new exploration path. This provides further
evidence of the expressiveness of our framework as it provides the
user with a wide range of different exploration paths.
System Bootstrapping. We investigated the time required by
the system to bootstrap (Figure 6c). This operation is done only
once offline and its main operation is to build the Virtual Schema
Graph. Moreover, if the schema does not change and only new data
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a)

SELECT * WHERE {
?x olap:memberOf schema:year .
?y olap:memberOf schema:continent . }

b)

SELECT ?citizen_continent ?refPeriod_year sum(?obsValue)
WHERE {
?hq prop:citizen / schema:inContinent ?citizen_continent .
?hq dimension:refPeriod / schema:inYear ?refPeriod_year .
?hq measure:obsValue ?obsValue .
} GROUP BY ?citizen_continent ?refPeriod_year

is added, all the in-memory data structures are updated efficiently
without the need for re-computation. Running time varies from
∼25 minutes for DBpedia up to ∼60 minutes for Eurostat. We note
that the bootstrap time is influenced mainly by the complexity of
the schema and not by the number of observations. We conclude
that it is both the number of dimension members and attributes
that affect this phase, and in all cases, the triplestore performance
in serving the data is the determining factor and dominates the
bootstrap time.

commonly refer to some entities of interest from the domain of
the dataset as a starting point of their investigations.
From the interviews, we also noticed a striking difference in
how people with a CS background (especially familiar with SQL)
were more keen on exploring the data-profiling information and
recognized the need for top-k query functionalities (as in Section 6). On the other hand, users from Environmental Science
preferred to immediately investigate specific entities of interest,
e.g., one user reported “I would expect it to contain information
about China’s electricity production, and I want to see other
countries with similar production”. Moreover, after some interaction, also the CS users started to ask similar questions, e.g., “I
come from this country, I’m really curious to see the sums for my
country compared to the other”. Finally, we also asked the users
to evaluate methods providing more complex filtering conditions
based on clustering [49]. Users reported that methods providing
complex filtering conditions were not useful since they could not
understand the rationale behind them.
This preliminary study supports our problem definitions and the
proposed refinement methods based both on simple subset methods
and on example-driven search.

7.2

8

Figure 10: Queries obtained from the example ⟨“Asia”,
“2011”⟩ with (a) SPARQLByE [8] and (b ReOLAP

Appropriateness of the Solution

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we analyze for the first time and we describe
Re2xOLAP, the first solution for example-driven exploratory
analytics over statistical KGs. It consists of ReOLAP, a query-byexample algorithm for synthesizing analytical queries in SPARQL
and a suite of intuitive and explainable query refinement methods
for exploratory analytics. This method enables users to perform
example-driven analytics of statistical KGs without the need for
them to formulate a query in SPARQL. Our experiments demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of our approach in semiautomatically synthesizing exploratory analytical queries over
large statistical KGs. In particular, ReOLAP depends only on the
complexity of the schema and is thus able to provide response
times of a few seconds even for large KGs. Furthermore, our refinement methods allow the user to easily navigate a wide range
of exploratory paths identifying distinct facets of the data.
Moving forward, we identify the need to evaluate how to
provide user-friendly natural language descriptions of the queries
that are produced by the system and to study whether more
complex refinement techniques can be added. Moreover, our
current approach does not support complex use cases where
the user is interested in contrasting the measure values of two
different sets of examples or where the user provides instead a
set of negative examples. Furthermore, for cases in which many
different refinements are produced, we envision the need for a
method for ranking the suggested query reformulations to help
the user prioritize among them. Finally, we draw attention to
the poor performance of existing systems in executing complex
analytical queries and identify the need for improving analytical
query executions within triplestores.

Comparison with SPARQLByE. Here, we show an illustration
of the fact that ReOLAP and SPARQLByE [8] (the state-of-theart SPARQL reverse engineering method) solve two different
problems. Thus, we compare the queries returned by the two
systems when given equivalent inputs. In particular, SPARQLByE
and ReOLAP accept the same input format, but SPARQLByE’s
reverse engineering algorithm is designed to return the minimal
BGP pattern that covers the user example. For instance, for input ⟨“Asia”, “2011”⟩, SPARQLByE recognizes that the two are
members of the levels Continent and Year (Figure 10-a) but it
does not connect them to IRIs of observations. Instead, providing
an example for an observation, SPARQLByE returns an empty
resultset, because it does not navigate connections with 2 or more
hops. ReOLAP instead, explicitly navigates the complete structure
of the dataset to retrieve those connections, and is moreover able
to query measure values and instantiate group-by and aggregate
operators (Figure 10-b).
Understanding User Exploration Needs. We recruited 8 volunteers (4 researchers in Computer Science and 4 domain experts
in Environmental Science) and asked them to fill out an anonymous questionnaire regarding their data exploration workflow.
Then, to investigate user behavior more in-depth, in relation to
data-exploration tasks, we invited 4 users (2 researchers from
Computer Science and 2 domain expert from Environmental Science) in a 1-to-1 session with a preliminary prototype of our
system. The prototype implemented the functionalities described
in this work, with a few differences. It provided (i) a data profiling functionality, returning general information and statistics
about the dataset (e.g., listing the available dimension and the
number of distinct members); (ii) it was missing the subset query
refinement based on top-k (see Section 6); and it offered in its
place (iii) a clustering-based refinement [48]. As a result, we identified two groups of common information needs: (1) to compute
max and min values within distinct groupings of data points, and
(2) to compare values for known entities alongside other values
that provide some context. Moreover, we highlight how all users
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